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MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM EFFECTS IN A JOSEPHSON TUNNEL JUNCTION* 

J. Clarke, A. N. Cleland, M. H. Devoret,t D. Esteve,t & J. M. Martinis t 

Department of Physics, University of California 

Materials and Chemical Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

Berkeley, California 94720 USA 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Can one observe quantum mechanical effects in a macroscopic 

system,l) ,2) that is, in a system "large enough to get one's hands 

on"? As an example of such a system, consider a harmonic oscillator 

consisting of an inductor L shunted by a capacitor C with a resonant 

frequency wO • (LC)-1/2. To obtain the quantum limit, we first impose 

the limit wo 2 1 OkBT l)i (the factor of 10 is for good measure) j if we 

take T • 10 mK, we find w0/2~2 2 GHz. We also need to consider the 

damping effects of leads coupled to the oscillator, which have a 

characteristic impedance Zc of typically 50 O. To ensure that the 

width of the energy levels of the oscillator does not exceed (say) 1/10 

of their separation, we impose a second constraint (L/C)1/2 < Zc/10. 

These constraints lead to the parameters L < 350 pH and C < 15 pF. 

Components with these values are easily obtainable, so that one could 

readily build an LC-circuit that is in the quantum limit when cooled to 

10 mK. 

However, it is not straightforward to demonstrate that the 

oscillator is in fact in the quantum limit. For example, one could 

attempt to show that the energy is quantized in units of )twO by 

applying a sinusoidal perturbation of frequency wO and measuring the 

response. But because the harmonic oscillator is always in the 

correspondence limit for all quantum numbers, such measurements would 

not distinguish between quantum and classical behavior. An alternative 

*This paper is a summary of a comprehensive account of this work given 
in ref. 1, which also includes an extensive bibliography. 
tpresent address: Service de Physique du Solide, Centre d'Etudes 
Nucleaires de Saclay, F-91191, Gif-Sur-Yvette Cedex, France. 
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approach would be to measure the zero point motion of the charge on the 

capacitor or flux in the inductor. But such measuremens would require 

a quantum-limited amplifier at frequency w00 Even if such an amplifier 

were available, the zero point motion would merely contribute, on the 

average, an energy ~wO/2 to the total input noise of the amplifier. 

Thus, it is far from clear just how one would demonstrate the quantum 

behavior of this macroscopic harmonic oscillator. 

Fortunately, one can circumvent both of these difficulties by 

studying an anharmonic oscillator, in particular, a Josephson tunnel 

junction in the zero voltage state. The macroscopic degree of freedom 

is the phase difference 0 between the phases of the order parameters in 

the two superconductors on either side of the tunnel barrier. As we 

shall see, the anharmonici ty enables us to observe the quanti zed energy 

levels because they are no longer equally spaced, and to observe the 

zero point motion by the demonstration that the system tunnels out of 

its initial state. 

2. RESISTIVELY SHUNTED JUNCTION MODEL 

The resistively shunted junction consists of a Josephson junction 

shunted with its self-capacitance C and a resistance R [Fig. l(a)]. In 

(0 ) 
u 

v R c 

Fig. 1. (a) Resistively shunted junction model; (b) potential well from 

which particle escapes. 

practice, there may be significant contributions to both C and R from 

the leads attached to the junction. The bias current I flowing through 

the junction has three components: 
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CV + IOsino + VIR = I , (1) 

where V is the voltage across the junction and IO is the critical 

current of the junction. Combining Eq. (1) with the Josephson voltage-
• frequency relation V • (~0/2~)0, where ~O - h/2e is the flux quantum, 

we obtain the equation of motion 

( ~0)2 .. + 1. (~0)2.r a ~o 
C 2i 0 R 2~ v + a6 2~ (- IOcoso - Io) - 0 • ( 2) 

Equation (2) is also the equation of motion of a particle of mass 

C(~0/2~)2 moving in a 1-0 "tilted washboard" potential U(O) ~ - UO[coso 

+ (I/IO)o], where Uo • IO~0/2~. This mechanical analog provides a 

wonderful insight into the dynamics of the junction. For I « IO' the 

particle is in a stationary state in a particular well [Fig. 1(b)], 

oscillating at the plasma frequency wp - wpO[1 - (IIIO) 2]1 ~4, where wpO 

- (2~IO/~OC)1/2. The damping factor is represented by Q - wpRC. After 

the particle escapes from the well, in the underdamped case of interest . 
here, it propagates down the washboard. Thus, 0 ~ 0, and there is a 

voltage across the junction. The escape process is manifested by the 

sudden appearance of a voltage. 

The potential barrier in Fig. 1(b) has height 

6U = (4/2 U0/3)(1 - I/Io)3/2 [(I - IO)/IO « 1]. 

To escape from the well, in the classical limit the particle is 

thermally activated over the barrier; in this case 0 is a classical 

variable, and Eq. (2) is valid in that it represents the motion of a 

point particle. In the quantum limit, on the other hand, the particle 

must be represented by a wave packet and 0 becomes a quantum mechanical 

oper'ator. Since the tail of the wave-packet extends under the barr i er 

the particle can escape by a process known as macroscopic quantum 

tunneling (MQT). The term "macroscopic" is used because in the escape 

process all of the Cooper pairs of electrons on one side of the 

junction abruptly change their phase relative to all the Cooper pairs 

on the other side. Thus, 0 is a macroscopic variable. 
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3. PREDICTED ESCAPE RATES 

In the thermal regime (kaT » ~wp) the escape rate from the zero 

voltage state is predicted to be 3 ) 

(4) 

where at ~ 1 in our experiment. In the quantum regime (kaT « ~wp) to 

lowest order in l/Q the MQT rate out of the zero voltage state at T = a 
is predicted to be2) 

(5) 

where aq = [120n(7.2~U/Mwp)J1/2. To express the experimental results 

in a way that is as independent as possible of the junction parameters, 

it 1s convenient to introduce the escape temperature Tesc defin~d 

through the relation 

In the thermal regime, the theoretical prediction is 

where Pt • (kaT/~U)1nat «1. In the quantum regime at T = 0, the 

prediction is 

~ 1 
Tesc • 7.2 ka ~1--+-0~.~8~7~/~Q - Pq (T • 0) 

where Pq • (1n aq)/[7.2 ~U/Mwp)(l + 0.87/Q)J. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

In the weak damping limit, the crossover temperature separating the 

classical and quantum regimes is Tcr - ~wp/2nka. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 

We used nominally 10 x 10 ~2 Nb-NbOx-PbIn tunnel junctions 

fabricated in a cross-strip geometry on oxidized silicon wafers. Each 
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junction was attached to a custom-made attenuating coaxial line (mount) 

that was connected to the room temperature electronics via two coaxial 

lines, one for current and one for voltage, equipped wi th microwave and 

radiofrequency filters. The measured attenuation of the filters was 

greater than 200 dB from 0.1 to 12 GHz. A microwave current could be 

inj ected via a separate coaxial line, equipped wi th cold attenuators, 

capacitively coupled to the center conductor of the mount. The last of 

the chain of low-pass filters and the junction mount were attached to 

the mixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator. A magnetic field could 

be applied parallel to the plane of the junction by means of a 

superconducting magnet in the perSistent current mode. The experiment 

and the battery-operated electronics required to operate it were 

enclosed in a screened room, with connections made to a microcomputer 

outside the room via fiber optics. 

We determined the escape rate r(I) from the zero voltage state 

using the method of Fulton and Dunkleberger 4) in which the bias current 

is ramped until the junction switches to the voltage state. This 

voltage onset triggers an A-to-D 'converter monitoring the current, so 

that one obtains the value of current at which the junction switched. 

One repeats this procedure a large number of times, typically 105, to 

obtain the distribution of switching currents, P(I). The escape rate 

1s calculated from the relation 4) 

r ( I) • _P_(_I=-) d_I_I_d t_ 

-f: P( Odi 

We performed extensive experiments in the thermal regime to 

(9) 

determine the parameters IO' C and R. We obtained IO from measurements 

of the dependence of r on I at several temperatures. To determine C 

and R we developed the procedure of resonant activation5 )" in which a 

microwave current with a frequency in the vicinity of wp is used to 

enhance the escape rate. From the position and width of the (non

Lorentzian) response we determined wp and Q and, knowing la, deduced C 

andRe These measurements are a crucial feature of our experiments, 

enabling us to compare theory and experiment in the quantum regime with 

no fitted parameters. 
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5. EXPERIMENT: MQT 

We used the measured values of IO' Rand C to calculate Tesc from r 
as a function of I and T. In Fig. 2 we plot Tesc vs. T for a value of 

bias current such that 1n(wp/2~r) ~ 11. The predicted value of Tcr = 
30 mK is indicated by a solid arrow. Above about 100 mK. Tesc is close 

to T, as we expect in the thermal regime. Below about 25 mK, Tesc 

becomes independent of T, with a value of 37.4 ± 4 mK. The prediction 

of Eq. (5) at T • 0 is Tesc - 36.0 ± 1.4 mK, in excellent agreement 

with our measured value with no fitted parameters • 

• "Quantum Junction" 
10 =9.489 fLA 

o ·Classical Junction" 
Io~ 1.383fLA 

100 
T(mK) 

1000 

Fig. 2. Tesc vs. T at tn(wp/2~r) • 11 for the high and low values of 

IO with arrows indicating Tcr (solid and open circles and 

arrows). The prediction ofEq. (5) for IO • 9.489 IJA is shown 

to the left of the Tesc axis. For clarity, error bars for T 

have been shown for the "classical junction" only; identical 

errors apply to the "quantum junction". The line is the 

thermal prediction Tesc • 0.95 T. 

Although the temperature-independent value of Tesc is in good 

agreement with the T • 0 prediction, nevertheless one should 
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demonstrate that the flattening of Tesc is not due to an unknown, 

spurious noise source. To establish that the effective temperature of 

the dissipative element was equal to T at the lowest temperatures of 

the experiment, we reduced the critical current by means of a magnetic 

field so that the junction remained in the thermal limit. In Fig. 2 we 

have also plotted Tesc for the lower critical current for tn(wp/2'11'r) ... 

11. The .predicted crossover temperature, 15 inK, is indicated wi th an 

open arrow. We observe that Tesc is equal to T to within the 

experimental error over the entire temperature range, although there is 

a suggestion that Tesc is beginning to flatten off at the lowest 

temperature. We conclude that the flattening of Tesc for the junction 

with the higher critical current was not due to spurious noise sources. 

The data shown in Fig. 2 were for a junction designed to have a 

relati vely high Q ( .. 30), so that the effects of dissipation on r were 

negligible. To investigate the reduction in r by damping, we 

fabricated a junction in which Q was lowered to 1.77 ± 0.07 by means of 

a normal metal shunt. Figure 3 shows Tesc vs. T. We observe that Tesc 

q 
E -

500 

20 

10 - 24.873 ± 0.004 JlA 
C - 4.28 + 0.34 pF 
A - 9.3 ± 0.1 n 

Pbln : -~'!.-.-• ..,J Nb 
\SiO 

T (mK) 

Fig. 3. Tesc vs. T for a junction with the listed values of IO' C and 

R. The data have error bars of ± 1 standard deviation. The 

standard deviation in the predicted curve at low temperatures 

is also shown. The crossover temperature for this junction 

and the escape temperature for an undamped junction are 

indicated with arrows. Dashed line is Tesc .. 0.98T. Inset 

shows junction configuration. 
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is in good agreement with the predictions over the entire temperature 

range, with no fitted parameters. In particular, the low temperature 

value of Tesc has been lowered significantly by the damping compared 

with the value for an undamped junction. Furthermore, the value of 

Tesc above Tcr is significantly enhanced above the classical value as 

predicted by Grabert and Weiss. 6) 

6. EXPERIMENT: ENERGY QUANTIZATION 

If the behavior of the particle in the well is determined by 

quantum mechaniCS, one would expect the energy of the particle to be 

quantized. To investigate this behavior, we have studied the escape 

rate from the zero voltage state in the presence of a microwave current 

when the junction is in the quantum regime. One expects the microwaves 

to enhance the escape rate when the frequency coincides with the 

spacing between two energy levels. 

In the experiment, we adjusted the microwave power P so that [rep) 

- r(o)]/r(o) < 2. We searched for resonances by varying the energy 

level spacing with the bias current while keeping the microwave 

frequency fixed. In. Fig. 4(a) we show the escape rate vs. bias 

current in the presence of 2.0 GHz microwave irradiation for a 10 x 80 

~2 junction. The well contained several energy levels (~U/~wp - 6), 

there was significant population of the lower excited states (kBT/~wp -

0.3), and the damping was low (Q - 80). We observe three peaks in 

[rep) - r(O)]/r(O) that are characteristic of transitions between 

quantized energy levels. The two peaks at the higher b!as currents are 

approximately Lorentzian. To investigate the positions of these peaks, 

we computed the energy levels by solving the Schrodinger equation 

numerically using the measured values of I, IO and C. the solid lines 

in Fig. 4(b) represent the energy level spacings En+n+1 vs. I (n = 

0,1,2). The dotted lines represent the uncertainty in the EO+1 curve 

due to the errors in IO and C. We note that a given error in IO and C 

will move all three curves by essentially the same amount. The 

intersection of each curve with the horizontal line corresponding to a 

microwave frequency of 2.0 GHz is the prediction of the value of bias 

current at which the resonant peaks should occur. The absolute 
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positions of the measured peaks agree with the predictions to within the 

experimental uncertainties. The relative positions of the measured and 

predicted peaks are in excellent agreement. 

-0 -!:-e 
............ --. -0 ---~ 
-a.. -~ 
'--' 

-

(0 ) 

U/2lf=2GHz 

. ..... .:: .. -...... .' 
. . .... :'." .. ~.: .•... : .... : t ... \ .. -.......... t ........... . o : .:. :':''': 

: 

I 2.2 (b) • • •• • • •• 
<..? -
~ 

~ 2.01-------~~~~---.::~ 
+ 
c: 

we: 
1..8 
~~--~~--~~--~~--~~--~~ 

30.35 30.46 
I (j.JA) 

Fig. 4. (a) [r(P) - r(O)]/r(o) vs. I for a 80 ~ l( 10 lJ.m junction at 

28 mK in the presence of 2.0 GHz microwaves (kBT/MO a 0.29). 

Arrows indicate positions of resonances. Inset represents the 

corresponding transitions between energy levels. (b) 

Calculated energy level spacings En ,n+1 vs. I for IO a 30.572 

± 0.017 lJ.A and C - 47.0 ± 3.0 pF. Dotted lines indicate 

uncertainties in the 0 + 1 curve due to uncertainties in 10 

• and C. Arrows indicate values of bias current at which 

resonances are predicted. 

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have performed two experiments demonstrating that the 

macroscopic parameter 0 exhibits quantum mechanical behavior. In the 

first series of measurements, we measured the escape rate from the zero 
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voltage state. The measured values of Tesc at low temperatures were in 

excellent agreement with theoretical predictions both for the case 

where damping was negligible (Q • 30) and for the case of moderate 

damping (Q ~ 1.77 ± 0.07). These results demonstrate the existence of 

MQT, and hence the quantum mechanical broadening of 6, that is, its 

zero point motion. In the second series of experiments we measured the 

microwave-induced enhancement of the escape rate in the quantum 
/,-~ 

regime. The discrete Lorentzian-shaped resonances observed as a 

function of bias current [Fig. 4(a)] are characteristic of transitions 

between quantized energy levels in the well. The fact that these 

resonances occur at different values of current for the same microwave 

frequency is a consequence of the anharmonic nature of the potential 

well. The position of these resonances along the current axis are in 

excellent agreement with predictions. The observation of these 

resonances provides a second, independent confirmation of the quantum 

nature of c.' 
Thus, we have demonstrated that a macroscopic system containing 

perhaps 1015 electrons exhibits quantum mechanical behavior. In fact " 

the important point about these experiments is not simply that the 

system is large, but that the coupling of the single degree of freedom 

(6) to all other degrees of freedom can be made sufficiently weak for 

the quantum nature of 6 to emerge essentially unscathed. If one were 

to increase the coupling of 6 to other degrees of freedom, it would 

become progressively more classical: MQT would become replaced by 

thermal activation (for T ~ 0) and the quantized energy levels would 

blur into a continuum. The behavior of everyday objects with which we 

are familiar is firmly classical not merely because they are large. but 

because they are coupled to so many degrees of freedom • 

. This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, 

Office of Basic Energy SCiences, Materials SCiences Division of the 

U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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